
IPC – First Semester Exam Review

 Be able to classify an example as an element, compound, heterogeneous mixture, or homogeneous mixture
o Element = 1 type of atom (examples: H, Ne, Li, O2, 5N2)
o Compound = 2+ types of atoms chemically bonded in a specific ratio (examples: CO2, C6H12O6, NaCl)
o Heterogeneous mixture = 2+ types of atoms mixed together, not a specific ratio, does not appear 

uniform throughout (examples: chocolate chip cookies, pumpkin spice Hershey’s kisses)
o Homogeneous mixture = 2+ types of atoms mixed together, not a specific ratio, appears uniform 

throughout (solutions, vanilla ice cream, Kool-Aid, air) 

 Understand what atomic symbols represent
o Elements are represented by atomic symbols, which are found on the PTOE. 
o Atomic symbols always start with an uppercase letter. If there are 2 letters, then the second letter is 

always lowercase.

 Be able to draw an atomic model of an element, and know info about protons, neutrons, and electrons
o Structure: protons and neutrons compose the nucleus (middle) of the atom, electrons are found in the 

electron cloud around the nucleus in the electron energy levels
o Charges of subatomic particles: positive protons, neutral neutrons, negative electrons
o The atomic mass is in the nucleus Atomic mass = protons + neutrons
o Electrons do not count towards the atomic mass of the atom, and are not invited to the mass party
o Number of subatomic particles

 Protons = atomic number (protomic number)
 Electrons = atomic number in a neutral atom, # of positive protons = # of negative electrons 
 Neutrons = atomic mass – atomic number 

 Know properties and location of metals, nonmetals, and metalloids on the Periodic Table of Elements 
o Metalloids = above and below the staircase, except aluminum, which is a metal

 Semiconductors, have some properties of metals, and some properties of nonmetal
o Metals = left of the metalloids, including the actinides and lanthanides 

 Conductors of heat and electricity, malleable, ductile, have luster (shiny)
o Nonmetals = right of the metalloids, and hydrogen

 Poor conductors of heat and electricity, not malleable or ductile, not lustrous 

 How to find the oxidation number of an element
o Net charge of the atom after it gains or loses electrons to have a full valence electron energy level
o Valence electron energy level = Very outside electrons
o Almost empty valence = lose electrons, which results in a positive charge since there are more positive 

protons than negative electrons
o Almost full valence = gain electrons, which results in a negative charge since there are more negative 

electrons than positive protons
o Oxidation number = number of electrons gained or lost, and the resulting charge the atom has

 Why elements are placed in a specific period (row) on the PTOE
o The elements are in order by atomic numbers (protomic numbers)
o Elements in the same horizontal period have the same number of electron energy levels



 Why elements are placed in a specific group (column) on the PTOE
o Elements in the same vertical group have the same number of valence electrons (very outside electrons)
o Valence electrons determine an element’s reactivity

 Elements in the same group have similar reactivity since they have the same number of valence 
electrons. Reactivity is how elements and compounds react to other substances. 

o Noble gases are nonreactive (inert) because their valence energy level is full
o Elements are generally reactive when the valence energy level is not full
o Highly reactive = valence energy level is almost full, or the valence energy level is almost empty

 Understand how to read chemical formulas
o Chemical formulas represent substances – they usually represent compounds
o Know how to count the number of elements in a chemical formula

 Count how many types of elements there are (count the number of atomic symbols)
 H2O = 2 elements: Hydrogen and Oxygen 5H2O = 2 elements: Hydrogen and Oxygen

o Know how to count the number of atoms in a chemical formula 
 Count the number of atoms of each type of element
 H2O = 3 atoms: 2 Hydrogen and 1 Oxygen 5H2O = 15 atoms: 10 Hydrogen and 5 Oxygen

o Coefficient = number of molecules 
 Big number, “Invisible 1” = no number
 3CO2 = 3 molecules of carbon dioxide 

o Subscripts = number of atoms in each molecule 
 Small number subway, submarine, “Invisible 1” = no number
 Coefficients are multiplied by each subscript in the formula when counting atoms

 3CO2 = 1 carbon atom in each molecule, and 2 oxygen atoms in each molecule

 Covalent bond – atoms share valence electrons to form a molecule, occurs between nonmetals 
 Ionic bond – metal atoms lose valence electrons and nonmetals gain valence electrons to form a compound

 Understand what occurs during chemical reactions, and chemical equations represent chemical reactions
o Chemical reactions change substances into something new when the atoms of the reacts rearrange. 
o Chemical equations represent chemical reactions.    

 Reactants  Products 
 The reactants are the substances that react together.
 The atoms of the reactants are rearranged to make new products.

 The difference between an exothermic chemical reaction and an endothermic chemical reaction
o Exothermic = releases energy in the form of heat or light (found in the products of the reaction)
o Endothermic = takes in energy in the form of heat or light (found in the reactants of the reaction)

 Understand if a chemical equation demonstrates the Law of Conservation of Mass (LOCOM)
o LOCOM: Matter is neither created nor destroyed. In chemical reactions, atoms just rearrange to make 

something new with different properties than the original substances.
o A chemical equation demonstrates LOCOM when there are the same number of each type of atom on 

the reactants and products side.

 Clues to a chemical reaction – City Girls Love To Party On “Magical”
o Color change, gas produced, light produced, temperature change, precipitate formation, odor change



 Clues to a physical change: same substances, just looks different
o Not magical, solute dissolving into solvent to make a solution, changing size, changes to a color that was 

already there, or a mix of the colors, a scent that was already there, state of matter change – melting, 
freezing, evaporating, condensation, or sublimating

 Solid, liquid, gas, plasma 
o Attraction of particles – highest attraction (closer) in a solid, lowest (flying around) in a plasma
o Energy of particles – highest (crazy) in a plasma, lowest (calm) in a solid

 Density = compactness
o
o Cotton candy = low density
o Brick = high density 

 Understand what happens when liquids of varying densities are poured into a container, and not mixed together
o Densest goes to the bottom, and least dense goes to the top

 Understand that density and viscosity of a liquid have a positive correlation 
o
o High viscosity and density: molasses
o Low viscosity and density: vegetable oil
o
o When the density of a liquid increases, 

the viscosity of the liquid also increases.
o When the density of a liquid decreases, 

the viscosity of the liquid also decreases.

 How the amount of surface area touching a 
liquid affects the buoyancy of the object 

o Increase surface area touching a liquid 
increases the buoyancy (more liquid 
pushing the object up)

 
For each question: 

 Short answer 
 Simple diagram: can be an example or an illustration of the concept 

1. Compare and contrast an element and a compound. Think of ELEMENTary schools and compound sentences. 
Element- 1 kind of atom (all the atoms are alike), pure substance, organized on Periodic Table OF ELEMENTS, 
identified by the atomic ‘protomic’ number

Compound- pure substance, 2 or more elements chemically bonded in a specific ratio



2. Why do elements have different properties than the compounds they compose? For example, sodium (Na) is a 
soft, silver metal at room temperature. Chlorine (Cl) is a yellow gas at room temperature. However, when the 
two elements combine to make the compound salt (NaCl), the properties completely change.
The new substance is changed chemically and has different chemical properties. 
Na is reactive because is only has 1 valence electron- so it wants to get rid of that electron.
 Chlorine has 7 valence electrons, so it wants to take one electron to have a full outer shell (8). 
When Na and Cl combine, Na gives its 1 valence electron to Cl and they both have full outer shells. This makes the 
compound more stable/less reactive. 

To form the compound salt (NaCl), atoms of the elements, sodium (Na) and chlorine (Cl), form an ionic bond together. 

3. What is the ratio of the sodium and chlorine atoms in salt? 1:1 

4. Why is salt considered a compound, instead of being classified as an element or a mixture? It has more than 1 
kind of atom Na and Cl – chemically bonded in a specific ratio

5. Specifically describe how this compound is formed by explaining what happens to the atoms’ valence electrons to 
form this ionic bond.  Sodium (Na) is in group 1. Group 1 elements have 1 valence electron (electrons in their very 
outside shell). Na is reactive and unstable because it has an almost empty valence shell.  Na wants to give its 1 
valence electron away so it can be more stable. Na gives its 1 valence electron to Chlorine (Cl). 

Chlorine (Cl) is in group 17. Group 17 elements have 7 valence electrons. Chlorine only needs 1 more electron to 
have a full valence shell. Chlorine will take an electron from sodium – and have a full outer/valence shell. Having 
a full valence shell makes chlorine more stable. 

6. Draw a diagram to convey the formation of the compound salt – show what happens with the valence electrons.



To form one molecule of the compound carbon dioxide, atoms of the elements, carbon (C) and oxygen (O) form a 
covalent bond together.

7. What is the ratio of the carbon and oxygen atoms in carbon dioxide?
Carbon -1   Oxygen- 2       CO2         1:2

8. Specifically describe how this compound is formed by explaining what happens to the atoms’ valence electrons to 
form this covalent bond.  
Carbon is in group 14 and has 4 valence electrons. Carbon needs 4 more valence electrons to have a full outer 
shell (8). 
Oxygen is in group 16 and has 6 valence electrons. Oxygen needs 2 valence electrons to have a full outer shell. 
Carbon and oxygen will share valence electrons so that all atoms in the CO2 molecule have full valence shells. 

9. Draw a diagram to convey the formation of the compound carbon dioxide – show what happens to the valence 
electrons. 



Os represent carbon’s valence electrons (4 of them)
Xs represent oxygen’s valence electrons (6 of them)

10. What does an atomic symbol represent? Examples: H, Li, Fe

An element

11. What does a chemical formula represent? Examples: CO2, NaCl

A compound

12. What does a chemical equation represent? Example: 6CO2  +  6H2O  +  Radiant Energy  -->  C6H12O6  +  6O2  

First, they tell us what substances are reacting (those being used up) and what substances are products (those 
being made).

Second, the coefficients of a balanced equation tell us in what ratio the substances react or are produced.

13. What do coefficients and subscripts represent in a chemical formula. To remember subscripts being the little 
number, think of submarines being underwater, subways being underground. I am not referring to the restaurants 
that have good breakfast sandwiches. 

Coefficients are the big numbers written in front of an atom or a compound. Coefficients tell us the number of 
atoms or molecules present in the reaction.  

3CO2        The 3 means CO2   CO2   CO2

Subscripts are the small numbers written after the atom. Subscripts tell us how many atoms there are within a 
compound.
CO2          The 2 means there are 2 atoms of O in every CO2 molecule  O-C-O

14. Compare and contrast compounds and mixtures. Address which one has to have a specific ratio of elements. For 
example, every water molecule (H2O) must have two hydrogen atoms for every one oxygen atom. 



15. Compare and contrast heterogeneous mixtures and homogeneous mixtures. Address which one appears uniform 
throughout, and the one that appears different throughout.

Heterogeneous is different - does NOT have a uniform/consistent composition throughout. Examples: tossed 
salad, chunky soup, chex-mix. When you get a fork full of salad, you might have lettuce and a tomato in one bite 
and then lettuce, olive, and cheese in the next bite.

Homogeneous is the same throughout- it does have a uniform consistency. Examples: milk, water, vinegar. When 
you drink a glass of milk, each sip tastes just alike. 

16. What is the difference between an endothermic and an exothermic chemical reaction? Address which reaction 
takes in energy in the form of heat or light, and which reaction releases energy in the form of heat or light.



17. What is the law of conservation of mass?

Mass cannot be created or destroyed

18. How can you tell if a chemical equation demonstrates the law of conservation of mass?

The equation is balanced. The number and type of atoms in the reactants is equal to the number and type of 
atoms in the products. You get out exactly what goes in.

19. How do you determine the number of atoms in a chemical formula? How many atoms are in 7H20?

H-O-H   H-O-H   H-O-H   H-O-H   H-O-H    H-O-H   H-O-H

Multiply the coefficient times the subscript and add the number of different atoms.
7 times 2 hydrogen per molecule gives us 14 hydrogen.
7 times 1 oxygen per molecule gives us 7 oxygen.
14H + 7O = 21 atoms

20. How do you determine the number of elements in a chemical formula? How many elements are in 7H20?

Count the capital letters. There are 2 elements in H2O. Hydrogen (H) and oxygen (O)

21. Where are metals, nonmetals, and metalloids located on the periodic table? First identify where metalloids are. 
From there, describe where metals and nonmetals are.



Metals are on the left (most elements are metals)
Metalloids are on the stairs
Nonmetals are on the right

22. What are the charges of the following subatomic particles: PROtons, NEUTRons, and eleCtrONS?

Protons are positive  +
Neutrons are neutral 
Electrons are negative  -

23. Who is invited to the mass party in an atom (which subatomic particles are in the nucleus)?

Protons and Neutrons are located in the nucleus (my Aunt Patty and Aunt Nelda are eating cake and fried 
chicken)

24. How do you determine the number of PROtons, NEUTRons, and eleCtrONS in an atom by using the PTOE?

Protons= “protomic” (atomic) number 
Number of protons is equal to number of protons
Subtract number of protons from atomic mass to find number of neutrons

25. Electrons are mad (negative charge) because they can’t be considered part of the mass of an atom. How many 
electrons can fit on the first energy level? How many fit on the second energy level?
First energy level can hold 2 electrons
Second energy level can hold  8 electrons

26. What is an isotope? 
An atom of an element with a different number of neutrons (so it has a different atomic mass)



27. Draw an atomic model of sodium (Na).

28. By examining the atomic model, why is sodium placed in the first group on the PTOE?
It has one electron in its very outside (valence) shell

29. By examining the atomic model, why is sodium placed in the third period on the PTOE?
It has 3 energy levels/electron shells

30. What is the reactivity of sodium? Why?
Sodium is highly reactive because it has an almost empty valence shell (only 1 valence electron) – it wants to get 
rid of that 1 valence electron so that it can be stable and have a full outer shell

31. What do elements in the same row/period have in common? We write in ROWS and end sentences with a 
period. 
Elements in each row have the same number of electron shells

32. What do elements in the same column/group/family have in common?
Elements in each group have the same number of valence electrons and thus have similar reactivity.

33. How do you determine an element’s oxidation number? Use potassium and nitrogen as examples.
Oxidation number is determined y how many electrons an atom takes or gives to become an ion. 



K oxidation number is +1.
Potassium (K) is in group 1 and has 1 valence electron. K gives up that 1 electron because it is easier to give up 1 
electron than to gain 7 electrons to get a full outer shell. When K gives up the electron, it has one more positive 
proton than negative electron.  Potassium starts with 19 positive protons (+19) and 19 negative electron (-19). 
After it gives up the valence electron it still has 19 positive protons (+19) but now it only has 18 negative 
electrons (-18). The charge on the atom is now +1 and we call it an ion because it has a charge. 

N oxidation number is -3.
Nitrogen is in group 15 and has 5 valence electrons. Nitrogen will gain 3 valence electrons because it is easier to 
gain 3 than to give 5 away to get a full outer shell (8). Nitrogen starts with 7 positive protons (+7) and 7 negative 
electrons (-7). When it gains 3 electrons it still has 7 positive protons (+7), but now it has 10 negative electrons
 (-10). The charge on the atom is now -3 and we call it an ion. 

34. What determines an element’s REACTivity. Reactivity is how an element reacts to various substances.

Number of valence electrons

35. Which column (group) of elements is nonreactive? Describe why. 

Noble gases are nonreactive because they have a full outer shell/valence shell with 8 electrons. 

36. Why are columns 1, 2, and 17 considered highly reactive?

Columns/Groups 1 and 2 are almost empty – they only need to give away 1 or 2 electrons to have a full shell (8).
Column/Group 17 is almost full. They only need 1 more electron to have a full outer shell (8). 

37. Identify the thermal and electrical conductivity of metals. (Can heat and electricity flow through them)?

Metals are good conductors of heat and electricity.

38. Identify the thermal and electrical conductivity of nonmetals. (Can heat and electricity flow through them)?

Nonmetals are poor conductors (not good) 

39. Identify the thermal and electrical conductivity of metalloids. (Can heat and electricity flow through them)?

Metalloids are semi-conductors

40. Describe what density means. (Remember the formula is d = m/v) 

Density is how much of something you have (the mass) divided  by how much space it takes up (the volume)

41. What happens when you pour liquids of different substances into a container? (Does the densest float or sink)?

The densest liquid will sink to the bottom 9ours was honey) and the lightest substance will float on top (ours was 
alcohol)

42. What is viscosity? 

The rate of flow of a liquid/ how thick it is and how much it wants to stick together

43. Why is there a positive correlation between a substance’s density and viscosity?



44. What is buoyancy?

45. Describe the energy of the molecules in a solid, liquid, and a gas. 

46. Why is there a negative correlation between the energy of the molecules and the attraction of the molecules?

47. What are the clues to a chemical change?

48. What is the difference between a physical and chemical change?

49. Why is a state of matter change a physical change and not a chemical change?

50. Do atoms rearrange in a chemical change?

51. Do atoms rearrange in a physical change?

52. What is nuclear fission? 

53. Where is nuclear fission used? 

54. What are the byproducts of nuclear fission? 

55. What is nuclear fusion?

56. Where does nuclear fusion naturally occur? 

57. Hydrogen bombs use _______________ and atomic bombs use __________________.

58. Which process takes lots of energy/heat, temperature, and pressure? 



59. What is an alpha particle?

60. What is a beta particle?

61. What are gamma rays? 

62. Describe what is happening in this equation. 

63. Write the equation for the alpha decay of Polonium 208. 

 

64. Describe what is happening in this equation. 

65. Write the equation showing the beta decay of iodine 131. 

66. How are nuclear processes used in medicine? 

67. What is acid rain? 

68. What causes acid rain?

69. How does acid rain impact the environment? 




